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Abstract
There are many tools that are used for simulation in the domain of VLSI technology but none of them are easily accessible. There is a
need for Free and open source tools in this stream so as to make them accessible to everyone. There are efficient tools that already exist
in open source in VLSI stream but are not used widely because of their command line user interface. Hence, creating a user friendly
interface will help many developers and users to work easily. This paper deals with the idea to solve the above issue by creating a
Graphical User Interface for the open source VLSI tool called QFlow. Qflow is a tool used in synthesizing a VLSI circuit from the
Verilog source code. There are multiple tools integrated with this tool to assure the simulation process. It is a combination of many
dependencies that are used for synthesis, placement, layout viewing and routing in a fabrication process. All the independent tools used
for the Verilog code simulation are integrated onto a single platform. Qt is used for creating the cross-stage application.
Keywords: VLSI,Qflow ,Qt, Verilog

1. Introduction
Qflow is a command line tool i.e. we use this tool using terminal
commands specific to that tool. Because of not having GUI, so
many people cannot use this tool as it does not have a user
friendly interface. This disadvantage prevents its usage by the

larger community of developers. Hence, to solve this issue
we are working towards designing the Graphical User Interface
for QFlow. To get in par with the commercial tools, there is a need
to develop GUI for this tool. Hence, our area of work revolves
around contributing in the VLSI stream [1].
It is a combination of many dependencies viz. Yosys, Graywolf,
Magic, QRouter for synthesis placement, layout viewing, routing
respectively in a fabrication process. These dependencies work
independently and will give their respective output of their own
[2]. In this Graphical user interface we are trying to integrate all
the dependencies into a single platform. Using Qt we will use the
output of the inner dependency tool to the other and vice versa.

tools. Qflow is an open source tool which is free to use and is
released under GPL license [3-5]. Many OpenCores are tested and
fabricated using this tool and it is also an efficient tool to work
with. Qflow mainly runs ASIC design and also some of Xilinx
FPGA designs. This tool itself is a framework and has a number of
tools in it. The VLSI design flow consists of the following steps.
•
Verilog Synthesis
•
Placement
•
Routing
•
Layout Generation
These tasks are done by different tools like Verilog Synthesis is
done using Yosys tool, Placement by Graywolf, Routing by
Qrouter and Layout by Magic. The workflow of these tools is
described in the rest of the document [6]. Qflow has many
dependencies which will perform many independent functions.

2. Available VLSI tools
Qflow
Qflow is a tool chain for VLSI digital synthesis flow starting from
verilog code and ending in a layout for a specific application. In
the present world of VLSI, we have many proprietary tools like
Xilinx design suite, Vivado and also EDA tools like Cadence,
Synopsys etc. But these are commercial tools and so many small
companies, startups and normal people cannot afford for these

Fig. 1.11: Sample output using magic
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synthesis and it also supports many standard cells i.e ,ASIC
synthesis. Here is the few list of features of yoys:
• It supports verilog-2005 features
• Supports EDIF, BLIF,BTOR formats
• It also gives RTL verilog file after synthesis
In the below figure yosys synthesis flow is described.

Fig. 1.13: Yosys data flow
Fig. 1.12: Visualization

Magic
Magic is a VLSI layout tool, configured in the 1980s in Berkeley
by John Oosterhout. Magic is an intuitive framework for making
and changing VLSI circuit layouts. With Magic, you utilize a
shading illustrations show and graphics tablet to outline essential
cells and to join them progressively into expansive structures.
Magic is not quite the same as other format editors you may have
utilized. The most critical contrast is that Magic is more than only
a shading painting tool: it sees a considerable amount about the
idea of circuits and uses this data to furnish you with extra
operations [7].
Magic installation needs plenty of disk space and high bandwidth
internet connection. We first install Cygwin after installing
Cygwin. We will be having a terminal on desktop and then the
installation starts as per instructions given in the dialogue box. At
present the magic version is 8.2.Magic uses two windows: one for
text and a separate window for displaying layouts. Magic provides
many features for its users such as plowing, which allows layouts
to stretch [8-10].
When we talk about Qflow, Qflow will give the final layout in
DEF format. Magic is the tool which can understand DEF file
formats and display the layout using ASIC standard cells. So
Qflow uses magic for layout display.

So Yosys is the best open source synthesis tool as of today. So
Qflow uses Yosys for verilog synthesis.

Iverilog
Iverilog is popularly known as Icarus Verilog. It works both as
simulator and synthesizer tool. It works as compiler, assembling
source code written in Verilog to other required format. It comes
under the GNU General Public License. For group simulation, the
compiler can produce a middle frame called vvp get together. This
transitional frame is executed by the ``vvp'' charge. Icarus keeps
on showing signs of improvement and better. Icarus is being
utilized for genuine plan work by organizations now as a test
system, and is beginning to be helpful as a synthesizer for a Xilinx
FPGA stream too. This center compiler, after it is done with
parsing and semantic investigation, utilizes loadable code
generators to produce code for bolstered targets. The tgt*/registries contains the hotspot for the objective code generators
that are packaged with Icarus Verilog

Qt
Qt is a cross-stage application system that is utilized to
create application programming that can keep running on
different programming and equipment stages with next to
zero change to the hidden code base, while as yet being a
local application with local abilities and speed.

Qrouter
Qrouter is a tool to produce metallic courses and also to
physically interface a netlist in a VLSI fabricating
innovation. It is a maze router, otherwise called an "over
the cell" router or an "sea of gate" router. That is, not at all
like a channel router, it is typically bundled at the very least
separating and places metal courses over the standard cells.
Qrouter utilizes the standard open arrangements LEF and
DEF as info and yield records. Take the cell meanings
of a LEF record and investigate the geometry of every cell
to decide contact focuses and course checks. Next, it
peruses the area of the cell, the area of the pins and the
rundown of associations from a DEF document, plays out
the point by point way and composes a DEF record
commented on as yield.
Yosys
Yosys is a free verilog synthesis suite. Many digital design
layout is using hardware languages, VHDL and HDL.
Yosys is first free software for verilog synthesis which have
many similar verilog features. It supports for many Fpga’s

3. Development plan
Linux is the platform chosen to design the GUI for QFlow as it is
also a Free and Open Source operating system and it has a large
community to back off for it’s development and bug correction.
Support of the community and availability of API can be used to
solve real time problems. After a proper search for an efficient
open source tool for synthesis of the Verilog source code, Qflow
was observed to fit the requirements of an efficient synthesis tool.
Initially the layout for the widget and the action for every button
in the widget was designed manually. Then python scripts to
create widget operation was programmed. Later a script to connect
the GUI code to the widget was scripted in python.
Later an installer was designed. The function of the installer is to
install all the dependencies required for the Qflow without
opening the terminal. This installer is a shell script that installs Qt,
Qflow, Iverilog, Qrouter and the rest dependencies.
A double click on the installer will install the py-qt, iverilog,
Qflow, GTK wave and also an optional directory for the python
scripts to be placed. In the application directory Qflow is added as
a widget, hence the Qflow logo is visible when ‘Qflow’ is
searched for. When Qflow icon is clicked on, then it’s Graphical
User Interface comes into shape. It has buttons for project
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creation. When the corresponding button is clicked a new
directory/folder for a new project is created. A folder/directory for
layout, synthesis, source are created correspondingly. With a click
on the ‘New file’ button a new file in the source directory will be
created.
To perform these tasks there is a scripting file in the back end to
execute the functions in a relay format i.e. in a continuous manner
based on the previous event. The text file created is to be saved
with a .v extension. Using the ‘Run’ button the entire simulation
process can be executed. To exit from the setup created the GUI is
configured with a ‘quit’ button

QFlow is the basic step to contribute to the community that strives
to develop the Open Cores.
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6. Results

Fig. 6.1: User interface file for Qflow
Fig. 3.1: Qflow after installation

Fig. 3.2: Qflow Widget

4. Conclusion and future scope
There are many open source tools to synthesize a VLSI circuit and
one such efficient tool is QFlow. But though it is efficient it is
found to have only a Command line interface. To solve this issue
we have designed the Graphical user interface for QFlow.
Developing front end for the tool is equally important as the back
end as the front end makes it user friendly and universal to use.
Our project is basic GUI for QFlow that can be further developed.
The future of technology is free and open source software. Hence,
we are in an urge to develop free and open source developmental
tools in Electronics and Communication Domain. Though there
are many open source tools in Communication field, there is
dearth in the free and open source tools for VLSI. This turns out to
be the responsibility of the community to develop such tools that
help in defining the Open Cores which is the free and open s ource
alternative for IP Cores. Hence, there is a lot of scope in VLSI
stream where we need to develop the Open Cores. This GUI for

Fig. 6.2: Python file for Qflow
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